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the rainbow fish - florida center for reading research - the rainbow fish by marcus pfister (1992)
phonemic awareness activity story: a long way out in the deep blue sea there lived a fish. not just an ordinary
fish, but the most beautiful fish in the the rainbow fish - playhousesquare - rainbow sh are also called blue
eyes or rainbow fish. the name rainbow sh is derived from the fact that the color of their skin changes colors
depending on how the light re ects off of it. rainbow sh are vertebrates which means they have a backbone. a
schooling sh, rainbow sh prefer to be in groups of six or more sh of the same species. “the rainbow fish” portlandovations - the rainbow fish tells the story of the most beautiful fish in the sea, whose scales shimmer
in all the colors of the rainbow. he is admired by the entire underwater world, and the other fish dream of
owning one of his magnificent shiny scales. resentment and isolation ensue when he is unwilling to give any of
them away, and he becomes the the rainbow fish - isrc - the rainbow fish marcus pfister activity one –
vocabulary introduction targeted skill(s): vocabulary development instructions: prior to reading the story, preteach the vocabulary terms that are essential to comprehension of the story. suggested vocabulary terms to
be pre-taught are listed below. roleplay based on the rainbow fish - consiliumeducation - rainbow fish
enters from downstage left and ‘swims’ back and forth across the front of the stage. fade music to a level
where the narrator can be heard clearly. narrator 1: in the deep blue sea there lived a fish, the most beautiful
fish in the ocean. his scales were every shade of blue and green and purple with rainbow fish - the
kindergarten connection - rainbow fish print on cardstock or heavy paper. use a variety of art supplies,
colors, paints, tissue paper and metallic paper. ©miss mae’s days for the kindergarten connection the
rainbow fish - storylineonline - the rainbow fish is an award-winning book about a beautiful fish who finds
friendship and happiness when he learns to share. the book is best known for its morals about the value of
being an individual and for the distinctive shiny foil scales of the rainbow fish. kindness, sharing, giving/helping
others, feelings rainbow fish - sandler center - the rainbow fish and her friends live under the sea, but this
play does not actually bring you underwater! instead, props are used. props are objects used by the actors as
they perform. you, in the audience, have an important job: you must use your imagination to help turn props
into the rainbow fish - marcus fabrics - the rainbow fish quilt by heidi pridemore page 2 of 4 fabric a- fish &
rocks – lt. blue 9749-0719 1 3/4 yards cut (1) 10 ½” x 60 ½” lof strip. fabric b- seaweed – lt. blue 9751-0154 1
3/4 yards cut (2) 4 ½” x 60 ½” lof strips. see instructions to cut (8) medium circles.
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